Demonstration of speckle-based compressive sensing system for recovering RF signals.
We demonstrate measurement of RF signals in the 2-19 GHz band using a photonic compressive sensing (CS) receiver. The RF is modulated onto chirped optical pulses that then propagate through a multimode fiber that produces the random projections needed for CS via optical speckle. Our system makes 16 independent measurements per optical pulse and we demonstrate several calibration techniques to obtain the CS measurement matrix from these measurements. Then a standard penalized l1 norm method recovers amplitude, phase, and frequency of single-tone and two-tone RF signals with about 100 MHz resolution in a single 4.5 ns pulse. A novel subspace method recovers the frequency to about 20 kHz resolution over 100 pulses in a 2.8 microsecond time window. These experiments use discrete fiber-coupled optical components, but all necessary functions can be realized in photonic and electronic integrated circuits.